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Abstract

The eurozone crisis has made budgetary issues the focal point of political and public debates about the European Union. Besides the pessimistic context and conflictive nature of the ongoing negotiation of the multiannual financial framework 2014–20, there seems to be a common ground to work towards an EU Budget that contributes to growth and employment in line with the Europe 2020 strategy. If this common understanding materialises, then this would not only be a major step to convert the budget into an instrument to overcome the crisis but also change the nature of the communitarian budget. In this article, I analyse the principal conflictive topics as well as the negotiation positions and proposals of the main actors in order to present the current state of the negotiation of the MFF 2014–20. I will specifically analyse the preferences of the main actors.
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Introduction

The eurozone crisis has made budgetary issues the focal point of political and public debates about the European Union. These debates on transfers from national budgets to European crisis mechanisms and bailout funds have distorted the public perception of the financing of the EU and its spending policies. The EU budget is based on a multiannual financial framework (MFF), negotiated between the individual members and agreed upon at the level of European institutions. Traditionally the negotiations of the MFFs have been highlighted in the academic literature and media as tortuous battles where agreements are reached only at the last minute. Since the EU budget represents only roughly 1 per cent of the Community Gross National Income (GNI), the question is why so much political drama? In fact, the negotiations of the MFFs are more than purely financial negotiations about budgetary costs and benefits of different Member States but determine the EU’s financial resources and policy priorities for several years. In this sense the MFFs combine three complex elements: the debate on the budgetary exercise, the policy goals and the institutional influence of the different actors in the decision making process.

The euro crisis and conflicts among Member States on budgetary stimulus for growth or national cutbacks have affected the ongoing negotiations. The perceived decline in public support for the EU has added further tension, as has the fact that the Member States most affected by the crisis are the same that had received structural support from the EU budget over several decades.

Nevertheless, besides the pessimistic context and conflictive nature of the ongoing debate, there seems to be a common ground among Member States to work towards a MFF 2014–20 that contributes to growth and employment in line with the Europe 2020 strategy. If this common understanding materialises, then this would not only be a major step to convert the budget into an instrument to overcome the crisis but also change the nature of the communitarian budget. Even though the European Commissioner for Budget, Mr. Lewandowski, made it clear that the EU budget is not the “magic solution” to the crisis, the question remains open and crucial: How far can the MFF 2014–20 help to counteract the negative impacts of the crisis and the social impact of the austerity measures
implemented across Europe? What is the role of the current debate on the MFF 2014–20 for the present economic crisis?

While small and insufficient to address the crisis in Europe, the EU budget is the principal financial instrument for joint action by Member States to face common challenges. In relation to national budgets, the distinctive role of the EU budget lies in financing investments where important economies of scale can be reached, steering national policies, but also in co-generating investments from private and public sectors. In fact, the EU budget consists of up to 95 per cent of policy-related investment expenditure and only 5 per cent of administrative expenditure.

Historically, the EU budget has played an important role in the EU integration process, making it acceptable for Member States through specific financial compensations and financing major EU policies such as the CAP and Regional Policy. These “compensations” were locked into the EU budgetary resource structure and made the EU budget quite “inflexible” and resistant to reform. Nevertheless, the EU budget has evolved, adapting its financing and spending structure to the EU integration process as well as to specific challenges. This has progressively consolidated the budget as a main economic instrument.

In this article, I analyse the principal conflictive topics as well as the negotiation positions and proposals of the main actors in order to present the current state of the negotiation of the MFF 2014–20. I will specifically analyse the preferences of the main actors

- with regards to the budgetary exercise, i.e. the distribution of resources among the spending “headings” or policy areas compared to the MFF 2007–13;
- with regards to policy goals, i.e. the role that the MFF 2014–20 should assume in order to overcome the crisis as well as to contribute to the fulfilment of the objectives of the Europe 2020 strategy; as well as
- in relation to the institutional setting, i.e. the respective roles of the European Commission and the European Parliament in the budgetary decision making process.

In answering these questions, this article aims to give an insight into the complex negotiation of the MFF 2014–20 and contribute to the debate on whether the MFF 2014–
20 will reinforce the ongoing paradigm change in the perception of the EU budget, from a budget aimed at compensating Member States for their political compromises to a budget aimed at solving EU-wide problems.

1. The state of the negotiation

The budgetary negotiation process started some years ago with a broad public debate on the EU budget. Several new ideas came up, aiming at a refocusing of EU spending priorities and the financing of the EU budget (Haug et. al. 2011). However, as a major difference to former negotiations, the negotiation of the MFF 2014–20 takes place in a context of economic crisis: the first major crisis of the euro and public debt markets. The negotiation is also complex for several other reasons:

- It is the first time that 27 Member States negotiate an MFF. The enlargements of 2004 and 2007 resulted in a significant shift in the balance of net contributors and net beneficiaries, especially in the cohesion policy where Poland became the largest recipient. Croatia will join the European Union on 1 July 2013 as its 28th Member State.
- The MFF 2014–20 must fulfil the objectives of the Europe 2020 strategy.
- The Lisbon Treaty has introduced new objectives for the EU which require financing, such as territorial cohesion, policies on migration and climate change as well as the creation of a European External Service.
- There will be a greater role for the European Parliament, which will have to adopt the Regulation before the Council makes its decision (co-decision procedure).
- There is no effective ongoing parallel negotiation on resources which would allow compensating Member States for some compromises.
- Negotiations are carried out in a political climate characterized by an increasing euroscepticism, not only among citizens but also among the political elite.

During the past months, the Polish and Danish EU Presidencies have undertaken efforts in order to narrow down Member States’ positions. Although the Danish Presidency achieved some progress during the first months of 2012, it could not advance enough to have a first concrete debate on an outline of the MFF 2014–20 at the June
Council. Member States are still divided on several key elements of the European Commission’s proposals and the discussion still concentrates primarily on the overall size of the MFF 2014–20 as well as on the decisive questions of the CAP reform and future Cohesion Policy (Kölling et. al. 2012a). Two broad groups of opinions can be identified: the “Friends of Cohesion Policy” on the one hand and the “Friends of Better Spending” on the other. Although both groups agree that the EU should direct its efforts primarily at measures which significantly contribute to sustainable economic growth and employment, the first group focuses on the fact that the EC’s budgetary proposal constitutes the absolute minimum for this task. The second insists on the need to limit public spending and considers that the quality of spending is key to creating additional growth. In this controversial debate, longstanding arguments on financial cost-sharing as well as about the added value of EU policies like the CAP and the lack of intervention in areas where spillover effects could be expected get mixed up with the debate on the future role of EU institutions in the budgetary decision making process.

Despite this conflict, the idea that the MFF 2014–20 should play an important role in stimulating growth has appeared to be gaining force. During the European Council at the end of June, Member States adopted the “Compact for growth and jobs” which will reallocate €60 billion of unused structural funds and €60 billion of capital from the European Investment Bank to fast-acting growth measures. In addition, Member States stated in the Council conclusions that the EU budget must become a catalyst for growth and the creation of jobs across Europe.

However, already at the General Affairs Council on 24 July 2012 this consensus seemed to have disappeared, and the two groups were facing each other again. During this Council the European Commission presented a revised proposal for the MFF 2014–20 which included the accession of Croatia as well as the most recent economic data. While the “Friends of Cohesion Policy” disapproved the revised proposal as not consistent with the message of the earlier European Council, the “Friends of Better Spending” criticised the proposal as based on over-optimistic economic forecasts and being too generous.
After taking over the EU Presidency, the Cyprus government held a series of bilateral meetings with Member States and continued to work on the “negotiating box”. In addition, President Van Rompuy will start bilateral negotiations at the beginning of November in order to prepare the “endgame”. Finally, at the end of October the European Parliament is expected to adopt its revised position. Despite this tight schedule, Member States expressed their willingness to reach an agreement at a special European Council scheduled for 22–23 November and dedicated solely to the MFF 2014–20. The final agreement should be achieved during the European Council of 13–14 December since, according to budget rules, the Commission has to start preparing the 2014 budget in January 2013.
(Kölling et. al. 2012b). If no agreement is reached by the end of 2012, the 2013 ceilings will be extended to 2014 with a 2 per cent inflation adjustment (TFEU, Art. 312.4).

2. The preferences of the main actors

2.1 The European Commission

The publication of the European Commission’s proposal marked the starting point for negotiations. As we could see also during previous negotiations, the structure and the content of this proposal have implications for the way in which Member States develop their positions.

In general terms, the proposed structure and duration for the MFF 2014–20 represent a continuation of the MFF 2007–13. The EC tried to accommodate the austerity demands by some Member States in order to maintain a certain influence over the negotiation process and to avoid the risk of a stalemate in the negotiation. However, the proposal also included insights from the budget review as well as initiatives made by the EP. In this regard, the EC proposed several innovative elements and changes to the “rules of the game” on budgetary decision-making. The main innovations of the proposal can be summarised in the following way:

- Concentration on key policies, above all those of the Europe 2020 strategy, in order to prioritise spending on growth and employment policies to respond to the economic crisis in the EU;
- EU spending should clearly offer a “European added value”, meaning that there is a general budgetary constraint and choices have to be made;
- Simplification, i.e. reduction of instruments and administrative costs, especially as regards the structural funds and funding for research and innovation;
- Introduction of ex ante and ex post conditionality in regional policy, thus linking the use of structural funds to national budgetary management and fulfillment of the Stability and Growth Pact objectives;
- Flexibility within and across budgetary headings as a response to a traditional demand of the European Parliament;
An own resource system based on a new Financial Transactions Tax (FTT) and a reformed Value Added Tax (VAT) resource: this is indeed the main innovation in the proposal and tries to give the EU budget greater autonomy and a new source of income that is not linked to national GDPs; and finally

Enhanced use of innovative financial instruments (Public-Private Partnerships and the European Investment Bank) in areas such as research, innovation and structural funds.

With regard to the overall ceiling, the Commission foresees an overall amount for the seven years of €1,025 billion in commitments (equal to 1.05 per cent of the EU GNI) and €972.2 billion in payments (1 per cent of EU GNI). This represents a 5 per cent increase of the EU budget with respect to the MFF 2007–13.

Regarding the specific spending headings, although all spending headings have been subject to dynamic reforms over the past decades, the two largest – the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) and Cohesion Policy – are again the most hotly debated topics. Headings 3 (Security and Citizenship) and 4 (Foreign Affairs) and surprisingly also heading 5 (Administration), where smaller amounts are concerned, are less problematic.

Figure 2: Evolution of spending headings in relation to the total of the MFF

Source: Own elaboration based on COM (2011) 500.
**Cohesion Policy**

In general terms, the EC proposes €376 billion for Cohesion Policy, which in absolute figures means an increase over the 2007–13 allocation. However, this amount includes €40 billion reserved for a future infrastructure fund that would work completely differently from programs traditionally co-financed by the Structural Funds.

**Figure 3: Allocation of resources for Cohesion Policy (in percentages)**
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Source: Own elaboration, based on COM(2011) 500

As a novelty, a specific amount of Cohesion spending would be earmarked according to the priorities of the Europe 2020 strategy (the most developed regions, for instance, will have to spend at least 20 per cent of European Regional Development Fund allocations on energy efficiency and renewable energy projects). Another new element is the creation of “Transition Regions” with a per capita GDP of between 75 and 90 per cent of the EU average. These regions will receive a “safety net” of structural funds money amounting to at least two thirds of their allocations during the MFF 2007–13. In general, the Commission proposed to reduce the absorption rate from 4 to 2.5 per cent of the GNI for cohesion allocations.

**Common Agricultural Policy**

In order to ensure that the reformed CAP contributes to the goals of the Europe 2020 strategy, the EC proposed a stronger conditionality of direct payments to farmers, which
means that 30 per cent of direct support will be made conditional upon environmentally supportive practices. Additionally, proposals regarding the capping and convergence of direct payments and the inclusion of the second pillar of the CAP (rural development) into a common strategic framework, together with the Structural Funds, are further elements of the CAP reform as proposed by the EC. In addition to that, after two decades of progressively decoupling CAP support from production, the EC proposed to support especially active farmers.

The amount of expenditure dedicated to the CAP continues to decrease with reference to the MFF 2007–13, and the share of the CAP of the total budget will be reduced from 41 to 36 per cent.

*Research and Innovation*

Taking into account the outcome of the budget review, the positions of the EP, as well as those of the European Council, the EC proposed a 46 per cent increase to reach €80 billion in spending for research and innovation. Research should be based on the principle of excellence and be business-oriented. In addition, the new Common Strategic Framework for research, innovation and technological development (Horizon 2020) will concentrate on areas that could stimulate economic growth and competitiveness, e.g. health, food security, bio-economy, energy, and climate change.

*External Actions*

Despite the sovereign debt crisis, the Commission proposed to increase the resources for its external actions to €96 billion, thus following the expectations brought forward during the budgetary review as well as the objectives for EU external actions defined in the Lisbon Treaty and the Europe 2020 strategy. The EC will focus its work on four policy areas: enlargement, neighbourhood, cooperation with strategic partners, and development cooperation. The proposal foresees nine financial instruments. Only one, the Partnership Instrument, has been newly created and is to replace the Industrial Cooperation Instrument. The main differences to the current framework lie primarily in policy-guiding principles: differentiation, conditionality, concentration as well as a renewed attempt to achieve simplification. Moreover, the increased conditionality related to the
implementation of EU external action instruments has redefined the geographic focus to further represent new elements.

Figure 4: Financial instruments for the EU external action and amounts proposed (in million Euros)

Administration

Administrative expenditure currently accounts for 5.7 per cent of spending, used for the European Parliament (20 per cent), the European Council and the Council of Ministers (7 per cent), the Commission (40 per cent) and the smaller institutions and bodies (15 per cent). For the next MFF, the EC proposes a 5 per cent reduction in the staff of each institution as well as measures to increase bureaucratic efficiency.

2.2 The European Parliament

The Treaty of Lisbon gave the European Parliament (EP) the power of consent as regards the expenditure side of the budget (TFEU Art. 312). Although the assent procedure does not formally grant a power of amendment to the EP, this is a fundamental change compared to the previous negotiations because Member States now have to
incorporate the opinion of the EP before reaching the final agreement. The experience of the first two years of the Treaty has also shown the enhanced political role of the European Parliament in annual budgetary negotiations.

During the current negotiations for the MFF 2014–20, the EP not only assumed a new formal role but has also been one of the major players from the very start of the process, for example:

- the EP did not wait for the Commission proposal before presenting its own position;
- the EP elaborated position papers on conflictive issues according to the negotiation steps of the Council;
- the EP representatives met with the Trio presidency ahead of the General Affairs Council; and
- the EP has increasingly become the contact point for national parliaments on a day-to-day basis and also, in a conceptual manner, at common conferences.

Traditionally, because of the lack of budget autonomy and responsibility, the European Parliament has had an incentive to propose expenditure programmes. In practice, however, differences in the incentives for Member States and the EP have been reduced, on the one hand, by a growing acceptance among MEPs of an austerity approach towards budgetary decisions and, on the other hand, by the interests of individual Member States in specific expenditure headings. In this sense the definition of a common position on specific spending headings, e.g. the Cohesion Policy, is increasingly complex. In the same way, with regard to the CAP reform, MEPs have submitted more than 7,000 amendments to the draft proposals for reform, and the Agriculture Committee will have to work hard to find a common position which has to be voted upon by the end of November.

Nevertheless, an overwhelming majority of MEPs approved the report of the Special Committee on Policy Challenges and Budgetary Resources for a Sustainable European Union after 2013 (SURE), which called for an increase of at least 5 per cent over the 2013 budget for the next MFF. This would raise the size of the budget to 1.1 per cent of the EU GNI. According to the EP, this would not signify additional costs for the Member States. In this sense the European Parliament voted, on 23 May 2012, in favour of an FTT as a measure to generate additional own resources for the EU budget. This resolution
underlined the EP’s position that it will not give its consent to the MFF without a political agreement on a reform of the own resources system. In addition, a further resolution on the MFF 2014–20, calling for more flexibility in shifting funds between the different areas of expenditure as well as between fiscal years, was adopted by an overwhelming majority in June 2012.

2.3 The EU Presidency

The mediation provided by the EU Presidency is indispensable to finding compromises and to the elaboration of a final package deal. Adopting a “European hat”, Presidencies keep the negotiations moving at various institutional levels and present compromise options on conflicting issues at critical moments in the negotiation. While the Polish EU Presidency pursued a “bottom-up” philosophy in order to clarify the EC proposals as well as to improve the understanding of individual negotiation positions, the Danish EU Presidency assumed a more proactive approach and presented, during its term, different versions of the “negotiating box”. Experience shows that small Member States make good EU Presidencies since they are cautious in their external behaviour, acting as honest brokers. However, until now no small country has ever been able to reach an agreement on an MFF. It has always been the bigger Member States that could subordinate certain national material interests to the benefit of reaching an agreement. This could also be seen during the negotiation of the MFF 2007–13, where the excellent Luxemburg Presidency could not accomplish an agreement but the UK Presidency did, accepting a reduction of its “rebate”. Finally, the then only recently elected Chancellor Merkel helped with some additional resources to reach the package deal.

Whether Cyprus, which is now presiding over the EU for the first time, will fulfil both these expectations and its own ambitions has yet to be seen. Several observers consider that its limited administrative resources, the fact of being a minority government and the fragile economic situation are not the best conditions for a successful EU Presidency. Nevertheless, Nicosia has confirmed its ambition to reach an informal agreement at the October European Council, a deal with the European Parliament in November and a final agreement in December. In January 2013, Ireland will assume the Presidency, again a small country but more experienced in chairing the Council.
2.4 The Member States

The Member States receive different amounts of financial resources from specific headings of the EU budget and contribute to a different degree to its financing. Although these national balance sheets or net returns do not reflect the benefits of EU integration, EU Member States have traditionally concentrated on these zero-sum terms in order to determine their negotiation positions.

The bargaining power of Member States and the unanimity rule, according to which each Member State has a veto and can thus block the final agreement, determine the outcome of the intergovernmental negotiation. Within this context, the top one or two priorities of each Member State have to be accommodated as far as possible, no matter the size of the country. Nevertheless, in the EU27 coalition building has become more important. As already mentioned, two broad groups can presently be identified: the “Friends of Cohesion Policy“ and the “Friends of Better Spending”. Although the names have changed, both groups represent the traditional division between net contributors and net recipients. Additionally, these groups (with the exception of Italy) also reflect the existing conflict of opinion among Member States on EU anti-crisis measures as well as the tense relation and mistrust that persist between them.

With regard to the “Friends of Better Spending”, already in December 2010 the UK, France, Germany, The Netherlands and Finland sent an open letter to Commission President Barroso, demanding an increase of the MFF 2014–20 below the rate of inflation. Since then, around ten Member States have claimed the same austerity for the MFF 2014–20 as applied at the national level, as well as a concentration on “better spending” for “smart growth”. During the General Affairs Council on 24 April, a group of seven Member States, signing as “Friends of Better Spending”, issued a non-paper reiterating their demands for a limitation of public expenditure at the European level\textsuperscript{XIII}. In this sense the impact and not so much the amount of EU funds should be increased in order to reach sustainable growth and the economic governance objectives. In addition, the spending of EU funds should be planned, programmed, controlled, and evaluated in a more efficient way.

Similar concerns were raised on the amended MFF 2014–20 proposal. The group claimed it was still inconsistent with the current economic crisis and Member States’ fiscal consolidation efforts. The “Friends of Better Spending” represents those countries where
debate at the national level is highly politicised and where the EU budget has become an issue of political symbolism. National parliaments such as those of the Netherlands and the UK have approved negotiating lines for their governments, dictating a nominal freeze of the budget. In other countries, such as in Germany, debates among citizens and policymakers backing the austerity position of their government have taken place, expressing concerns about their role as European paymasters.

The group of “Friends of Cohesion Policy”, on the other hand, was formed by the new Member States plus Portugal, Greece, and Spain in 2004 to secure the role of Cohesion Policy in the negotiation of the MFF 2007–13. The Polish government then re-activated the group, which presented its first joint declaration at the General Affairs Council in November 2011, defending the necessary resources for the Cohesion Policy and the CAP. On 24 April 2012, 12 Member States\textsuperscript{XIV} plus Croatia signed a communiqué in Luxemburg stating that the Commission’s proposal concerning the Cohesion Policy would represent the absolute minimum. In early June, the “Friends of Cohesion Policy” group adopted a further statement in Bucharest, signed by 14 Member States\textsuperscript{XV} plus Croatia, reiterating the important contribution that the Cohesion Policy makes in terms of growth and employment. The “Friends of Cohesion Policy” also adopted a negative view on the reduction of the Cohesion Policy budget by around €5.5 billion in the revised MFF 2014–20 and claimed that the revised proposal “is not consistent with the message of the [June] European Council\textsuperscript{XVI}.”

Besides the manifest conflict between the “Friends of Cohesion Policy” and the “Friends of Better Spending”, each group internally disagrees over which headings of the budget should be subject to spending restrictions, which headings should be prioritised, as well as over how the EU should be financed.

\textit{Overall Ceiling}

Because of the general austerity debate, no Member State advocates an increase of the level of the EU budget as foreseen by the EC. However, among the “Friends of Better Spending” a debate has emerged on how much the budget should be reduced. While in January 2012 the UK, Germany, Austria, The Netherlands and Sweden demanded that the Commission’s proposal needed to be reduced by €100 billion, Finland claims a budget of less than 1 per cent of EU27 GNI.
After first supporting the austerity demands, Italy has since recently sympathised with the “Friends of Cohesion Policy”. France changed its position after the national elections and, together with the Czech Republic, has not specified what amount of reduction it seeks. However, there is a growing number of Member States demanding the inclusion of spending topics which have so far been placed outside the budget within the MFF structure, e.g. emergency tools for agricultural market crises. This could require cuts in other areas.

**Cohesion Policy**

Naturally, the cohesion countries try to ensure sufficient funding for the Cohesion Policy in order to approach the average level of development in the EU and to create beneficial conditions for economic growth in their less developed regions. In this context, several cohesion countries have criticized the new macro-fiscal conditionality for Cohesion Policy. Although the goal of conditionality, as favoured by the “Group of Better Spending”, is to punish misbehaviour on the national level, suspending funding will have the most direct negative impact in these regions. Some countries (Italy, Poland, Lithuania and Estonia, amongst others) have called for macroeconomic conditionality to apply to all EU policies, not just in the field of structural, rural development, and fisheries funds. The definition of the new category of “transition regions” has also been met with scepticism, and several Member States have argued that it would be best to concentrate resources on regions most in need. On the other hand, some French and German regions have opposed their government’s position and firmly support the new category of “transition regions”. The “Friends of Cohesion” have demanded not to include specific measures in the future Cohesion Policy for Member States with a significant decrease of their GDP between 2007 and 2009. This has been criticised by the Spanish government, which has only joined this group together with the Czech Republic in June 2012, after this demand had been excluded and the future role of Spain as net beneficiary clarified.

In addition, not all beneficiaries of the Cohesion Policy concentrate on this spending heading alone, in the sense that cuts under other headings in favour of Cohesion Policy are not supported by all Member States. Furthermore, several Member States, mainly the “Friends of Better Spending”, would like to cap spending in Cohesion Policy and create a “reversed safety net” or concentrate structural funds on tackling unemployment, in general,
and youth unemployment, in particular. These proposals could also divide the “Friends of Cohesion”, which all have different needs to meet.

Common Agricultural Policy

The proposals regarding the CAP reform also deeply divide the Member States. On the one hand, the proposals do not follow the preferences of those Member States (such as the UK, Denmark and Sweden) critical of the CAP, who have proposed to eliminate or substantially reduce direct aid. On the other hand, the proposals have not been welcomed by traditional beneficiaries of the CAP either, like France, Ireland and Spain, which amongst others criticize the cuts in the overall spending of the CAP and argue that the reform proposals go too far. A third group, comprising Poland and some other new Member States, demands a much stronger reform of this policy in order to achieve an equalisation of direct payments and fair competition for farmers in the EU market, as well as support for increasing the competiveness of European agricultural products on the global market. In 2010, France was the biggest recipient of agricultural funds with 18 per cent, while Germany and Spain jointly occupy the second place, each receiving 13 per cent of overall agricultural expenditure.

Research and Innovation

Apart from discussions to omit certain projects – such as the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor – from the main headings of the MFF, overall Member State representatives tend to be satisfied and recognise the advantages of public-public and public-private partnership instruments put forward in the Commission’s proposal. Some conflicting points are related to the new financing rules proposed by the Commission. In addition, some Member States have criticised the concentration on excellence and demanded programmes which would help to reach the capacities needed in order to compete with those Member States who, traditionally, have been more successful in European R&D programmes.

External Actions

In general terms, the proposal to differentiate and concentrate external spending have been welcomed by the Member States, too. A key priority for Member States, the EC and
the EP is to respect the commitment to dedicate 0.7 per cent of GNI to the fulfilment of the Millennium Goals. Enlargement and the ENP are further priorities. Nevertheless, Member States looking to retain spending under specific headings (like PAC or the Cohesion Policy) would probably argue that cuts be made elsewhere (such as under heading 4). Moreover, Member States which advocate a reduction of the EU budget would accept cuts under heading 4 in order to achieve the final agreement. In addition, we can expect a heated discussion on the question of which specific regions will receive financial support and on how the new policy principles for EU external actions will be put in practice. The Spanish government has already argued that there should be an increase in funds for Latin America and expressed concern over the fact that the MFF 2014–20 will exclude bilateral agreements with eleven countries in Latin America.

Administration

While several Member States, such as Finland, Ireland, The Netherlands, Spain and Sweden, have demanded additional cuts under heading 5, Belgium, Luxemburg and Poland on the other hand support the Commission’s proposals under this heading.
Almost all Member States agree that the own resources system needs to be reformed and that the current VAT-based own resource should be abolished. Nevertheless, the question of how such a reform should be carried out is highly controversial. Belgium, Greece and Austria are in favour of introducing a Financial Transactions Tax (FTT) and consider allocating a portion of revenue from it to the EU budget. Especially France has...
taken the lead in demanding new own resources in order to ensure coherence between the ambitions and capacities of the EU budget. Germany is also in favour of introducing an FTT but would like to collect it by itself and continue with the GNI-based resource. The UK has already firmly rejected all proposals regarding new own resources. “We’re not going to agree to some clever ways of raising additional funds through the back door”, said UK Europe Minister David Lidington during the General Affairs Council on 24 July.

**Figure 6: simplified scheme on Member States positions on conflicting issues on the MFF 2014–20**

Source: Own elaboration
Conclusions

In this text I have analysed the principal conflicting topics as well as the preferences of the main actors in order to outline the challenges which the Cypriot EU Presidency has to overcome in order to reach an agreement on the MFF 2014–20 by the end of this year.

In particular, with regard to the budgetary exercise and according to the EC proposals and reactions to it by the EP and Member States, I conclude that the MFF 2014–20 continues the evolutionary process of former MFFs within the logic of an EU budget according to which Member States are not willing to go beyond small incremental changes in the structure of the EU budget. Although both policies have been deeply reformed as to their internal operation, the CAP and Cohesion Policy remain the most important spending headings and represent the most important issues on the agenda. In this sense the current negotiation also reflects the longstanding conflict inherent in the logic of the budget structure. Since no Member State has claimed an increase of the EU budget, the question is: where to cut spending? There are strong positions regarding the Cohesion Policy and the CAP and cuts on spending of External Actions or for Competitiveness seem very likely to occur in order for a final agreement to be reached.

With regard to the policy goals, the strong consent of all actors to increase the conditionality of spending upon fulfilment of the objectives of the Europe 2020 strategy, as well as to use the EU budget as a tool to stimulate job creation and growth in areas where the EU can deliver an added value, can be confirmed. However, there is no consensus on how to stimulate job creation or on what exactly constitutes a European added value.

Although an increasing percentage of spending is earmarked for fulfilment of the Europe 2020 strategy and although other “horizontal” headings further increase their share in the total budget, the EC did not present a revolutionary budget. Its proposals thus reinforce the evolutionary paradigm in the perception of the EU budget, from a budget aimed to accommodate Member States preferences to an instrument meant to address common European interests.

In relation to the institutional setting, the establishment of a new system of own resources, which would represent a qualitative step towards EU fiscal autonomy, seems unlikely in the current negotiation. In addition, there is no consensus between Member States on how to give European institutions more flexibility for shifting funds, according to
their own criteria, between the different areas of expenditure. Nevertheless, the current negotiation has shown that the EP assumes a much more proactive and self-conscious role.

In sum, the current negotiation shows that we will not see a substantial change in the structure of the EU budget, but a clear redefinition of specific spending headings as regards investment in growth and job creation.

Finally, after so much political drama, agreement on the MFF 2014–20 cannot guarantee that the EU budget will become a solid financial instrument, since the MFF only specifies the overall limit for the spending headings. Expenditure of the annual budgets of the last two decades has always been lower than the MFF ceilings (Núñez Ferrer 2012).
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1 In this respect see (Laffan 2000), (Serrano Leal 2005), (Enderlein et al. 2005), (Lindner 2006), (Ackrill et al. 2006), (Núñez Ferrer 2007), (Dür et al. 2010), (Heinemann et al. 2010), (Kölling 2010).

II The first MFF was agreed for 1988–92 (Delors I) in order to provide the resources needed for the budgetary implementation of the Single European Act and the single market. The MFF 1993–99 (Delors II) contained a significant increase of structural and cohesion funds as a basis for the preparation of Member States in view of the single currency. The MFF 2000–06 (Agenda 2000) secured the necessary resources to finance the enlargement process and the present MFF 2007–13 pursues the main objective of reducing the “gap” among new and old Member States.
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